South Suburban College’s
Courses for Young Learners

KFK C45–Math Refresher

The college is now offering five-week courses. The materials
covered in the sessions do not repeat but enhance your
child’s learning method of review and introduction of
new course materials. All of our instructors are certified
teachers who are looking forward to adding to your child’s
development.
Most of the classes require a minimum of five students and
some classes to have a maximum limit. All registration is
on a “first-come, first-served” basis. We ask that students
enroll at least one week before the start of class.
PARENT ALERT!!!
Parents or Guardians are expected to walk their children to
the classroom and to meet them there five minutes before
the end of the class. Children are not to walk the campus
unaccompanied by an adult. Tuesday, July 4, 2022, the
campus will be closed for the holiday.

Academic Enrichment
Fee: $79
This course is designed for students reading one to two years
below grade level. Students will explore various reading
strategies to improve vocabulary and comprehension. This
will include understanding story themes, main ideas, and
summarization skills. Vocabulary will consist of looking up
and defining words, creating sentences, paragraphs or short
stories using the words. Emphasis will be on building critical
thinking skills by the use of worksheets, oral discussions,
and written assignments. Students will work in groups with
others performing at about the same grade level.

6/28-7/28
6/28-7/28
6/28-7/28

KFK C27–Study Skills

Fee: $79
Just in time for back to school! Do you need to kick it up
a notch on your study skills? In these sessions, you will
practice and improve outlining, taking notes, organizing
assignments, keeping notebooks in order, and planning
long-range projects.

KFK C27 701 9:00-10:30a W
KFK C27 702 10:45-12:15p W

MA-3153 Grade 4-6
MA-3153 Grade 7-8

6/29-7/27
6/29-7/27

KFK C56–Grammar No Problem

Fee: $79
To be successful, students must gain mastery of grammar,
spelling, and vocabulary. In this course, students will learn
rules, shortcuts, and tips as they complete a variety of
exercises.

KFK C56 701 10:45-12:15p W
KFK C56 702 9:00-10:30a W

MA-3365 Grade 3-5
MA-3365 Grade 6/8

KFK C45 701 9:00-10:30a T/TH MA-3238 Grade 2-3
KFK C45 702 10:45-12:15p T/TH MA-3238 Grade 4-5
KFK C45 703 12:30-2:00p T/TH MA-3238 Grade 6-7

6/28-7/28
6/28-7/28
6/28-7/28

KFK C72–Pre-Algebra

Fee: $79
Pre-Algebra is designed to prepare students for Algebra.
Topics included a review of math operations and
mathematical principles, signed numbers, exponents, and
solving equations.

KFK C72 701 1:00-2:30p T/TH MA-3365 Grade 5-6
KFK C72 702 2:45-4:15p T/TH MA-3365 Grade 7-8

6/28-7/28
6/28-7/28

KFK C46 –Conversational Spanish I

KFK C44–Reading Refresher

KFK C44 701 9:00-10:30a T/TH MA-3240 Grade 2-3
KFK C44 702 10:45-12:15p T/TH MA-3240 Grade 4-5
KFK C44 703 12:30-2:00p T/TH MA-3240 Grade 6-7

Fee: $79
This course is designed for students working one to two
years below grade level. These sessions will consist of
review and instruction of basic arithmetic skills for student’s
grade level. Conceptual as well as computational skills will
be emphasized. Students will work in groups with others
performing at about the same grade level.

6/29-7/27
6/29-7/27

Fee $79
(Ages 9 to 13)
This introduction Spanish course for young people is a
great way for students to take part in a unique cultural
experience that will help them learn the Spanish language.
Through a variety of activities and games incorporated into
this creative program, students will learn simple greetings,
numbers, time, courtesy phrases and basic words. Simple
grammatical structures and pronunciation use will be
shown.

KFK C46 701 1:00-3:00p

W

MA-3244		

6/29-7/27

JAM Session

Fee: $299
Grades K-8
(Session less than $5.00 per hour for academics and fun enrichment
program)

This summer school program will provide students with an
all-day program of academics and fun. Math will consist of
review and instruction of the basic arithmetic skills at the
student’s grade level. Conceptual as well as computational
skills will be emphasized. In addition to reading and math,
students will enjoy a variety of other stimulating activities.
Students are required to bring traditional school supplies.
Students must bring their own lunch each day. Instructors
will supervise students in the lunchroom for 30 minutes.

KFK C75 701
KFK C75 702
KFK C75 703
KFK C75 704
KFK C75 705

9:00-4:00p
9:00-4:00p
9:00-4:00p
9:00-4:00p
9:00-4:00p

MT
MT
MT
MT
MT

MA-3244
Kinder
MA-3361 Grade: 1-2
MA-3159 Grade: 3-4
MA-3264 Grade: 5-6
MA-3364 Grade: 7-8

6/28-7/29
6/28-7/29
6/28-7/29
6/28-7/29
6/28-7/29

Academic Enrichment- (High
School Students-Non-Credit
Classes)

proportions, and variables on both sides of the equal
sign. The Distributive Property will be given a major focus.
Polynomials will be studied with an emphasis on factoring
for the solutions of quadratic equations and manipulation.

KFK C29–Well-Written Essays

KFK C98–Pre-Algebra/Geometry I

Fee $79

(Ages 14 to 16)

How do I start? Why doesn’t it say what I thought? Writing
essays can be an art and drawing stick figures will not pass.
Learn the requirements for a well-written essay and the
steps needed to succeed. This course will cover the topics
you need beginning with pre-writing and finishing with
publishing.

KFK C29 701 12:00-2:00p

W

MA-3155

Staff

6/29-7/27

KFK C27–Study Skills

Fee $79
(Ages 14 to 16)
If longer, more complicated assignments in school make
your head spin, take this course to help kick up your
study skills. Students will learn to manage their time, meet
deadlines, read textbooks more efficiently, and more. This
course will also cover note-taking, assignment organization,
and how to plan long-range assignments. Start your school
year on top of things.

KFK C27 703

2:15-4:15p T/TH MA-3155

Staff

6/28-7/28

KFK C48–Introduction to Algebra

Fee $79
(Ages 14 to 18)
Students will study a variety of topics in the course.
Linear equations in one variable will be a focus. Equation
solving, and Problem Solving will be primary goals using
equations with positive and negative numbers, parentheses,

Forklift Operator Training
Where:

Oak Forest Center
16333 S. Kilbourn Ave
Oak Forest, IL 60426

When:

TBA

Cost:

$179.00

For more information contact Gervaise
Edwards at (708) 596-2000, ext. 5723 or
email gedwards@ssc.edu

KFK C48 701 12:00-2:00p

W

MA-3155

Staff

6/29-7/27

Fee $79
(Ages 14 to 18)
Students will master algebraic expressions, radicals, and
coordinates while investigating geometric ideas and
relationships. A project-centered approach uses algebraic
equations to solve simple geometry problems.

KFK C98 701

2:15-4:15p

W

MA-3337

Staff

6/29-7/27

Foreign Language
KFK C46–Conversational Spanish I

Fee $79
(Ages 14 to 18)
This introduction Spanish course for young people is a great
way for students to take part in a unique cultural experience
that will help them learn the Spanish language. Through a
variety of activities and games incorporated into this creative
program, students will learn simple greetings, numbers, time,
courtesy phrases, and basic words. Simple grammatical
structures and pronunciation use will be shown.

KFK C46 702 1:00-3:00p

TH

MA-3244

Staff

6/30-7/28

KFK C09–Game Creator

Fee $89 (Ages 10-18)
We will code, design characters, maps, and audio. The class
will also include free software students can use at home.
Students will make games with a 2D program and the class
will explore 3D designs. Class size is limited, 8 max.

KFK C09 701 9:00a-1:30p MTWTH OFC-5160

Staff

7/11-7/14

Become a Tutor!

South Suburban College is
seeking tutors for the
Adult Volunteer Literacy
Tutoring Program
Main Campus, 15800 S. State Street,
South Holland, IL 60473

WEI Sponsored Program

FREE for qualified applicants!
Email workforceequity@ssc.edu or visit
ssc.edu/wei for more information.

12 hours of training is required for
Literacy Certification.
Online Training is also available.
To register for training, contact
David Stephens at (708) 596-2000,
ext. 2558 or email dstephens@ssc.edu.

